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a b s t r a c t

A computational study of the water pentamer gas phase conformational space is reported in this Letter.
Forty-four stationary points distributed among 12 structural patterns were located at the MP2/6–
311++G(d,p) level. At least 5 geometrical motifs (25 structures) are predicted within 3 kcal/mol of the
most stable conformation at the CCSD(T)/aug–cc–pVTZ//MP2/6–311++G(d,p) level. We show evidence
that dipole–dipole interactions are at play in stabilizing the clusters. Electron densities and their Lapla-
cians at the hydrogen bond critical points were found to be linearly correlated with relative energies for
all clusters. Logarithmic relationships were found for the ½req;qðrcÞ� and ½req;r2qðrcÞ� pairs in all hydrogen
bonds.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Vasts amounts of scientific literature are devoted to water and
to hydrogen bonding, two connected problems with many unre-
solved issues. The structure of liquid water is not known, however,
bulk liquid water is often described as a collection of hydrogen-
bonded clusters instead of an isotropic medium [1]. The compara-
tive weakness of hydrogen bonds relative to chemical bonds allows
their easy formation and breaking at ambient conditions [2], lead-
ing to rich conformational spaces for systems stabilized via hydro-
gen-bonding networks (HBNs), thus increasing the contributions
from many clusters varying in both structure and size to the liquid
and gas phases of such systems. Characterization of these already
complex conformational spaces is complicated by intricate dynam-
ics for HBNs rearrangements [3–6]. Since many of the unusual
properties of water are thought to arise from behavior, interaction,
and interconversion of the constituting clusters, a detailed knowl-
edge of the possibilities of cluster formation and of their geome-
tries and properties is needed for proper descriptions of water.

Except for the pioneer work in the several experimental reports
by Saykally and collaborators, and for a number of theoretical
endeavours by other authors, it appears as if the water pentamer
(W5 hereforth) has not been as extensively studied as other water
microclusters. Xantheas and Dunning predicted via ab initio calcu-
lations a puckered pentagonal ring as the global minimum for W5

[7]. The existence of W5 clusters in supersonic expansions was la-
ter confirmed in infrared cavity ringdown laser absorption spec-
troscopy (IR-CRLAS) experiments [8]. It has been shown by
means of Terahertz VRT spectroscopy [3,4] that pentamer
puckered rings vibrationally average to a symmetric, heavy-
ll rights reserved.
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atom-quasi-planar structure. Shields and coworkers have sug-
gested that cyclic tetramers and pentamers would be the most sig-
nificant cyclic water clusters in the atmosphere [9–11].

Theoretical calculations mainly use the cyclic pentamer to eval-
uate the efficiency of theoretical methods, or to investigate evolu-
tion of properties of water clusters of increasing sizes [9,12–17]. A
methodic characterization of the W5 PES was given by Miyake and
Aida [18], they reported 161 topologically different hydrogen
bonding patterns that produced a few geometrical motifs and a to-
tal of 21 stable minima at the HF/6–31G⁄ level. Another exhaustive
exploration of the W5 PES was given by Day and coworkers [11];
their search led to 10 stable minima spread into 4 geometrical mo-
tifs, from an initial set of 20736 initial candidates which where
subjected to successive PM3, HF/6–31G⁄ and G3 treatments.

In this work, we present a stochastic exploration of the W5 PES
to produce candidate structures for local minima, which are fur-
ther optimized and characterized by means of second order pertur-
bation theory calculations at the MP2/6–311++G(d,p) level,
followed by highly correlated CCSD(T)/aug–cc–pVTZ single point
energy calculations. Our goal is to contribute to the still limited
understanding of this very important PES.
2. Computer methods

We used the molecular cluster capabilities of the ASCEC program
[19] which contains a modified Metropolis acceptance test in an
adapted version of the Simulated Annealing optimization proce-
dure. The annealing algorithm [20–22] was used to generate candi-
date structures after random walks of the PM3 PES. The hybrid
B3LYP density functional in conjunction with the 6–311++G(d,p) ba-
sis set was used to optimize and characterize the structures afforded
by ASCEC. Further refinement and characterization of the stationary
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points was carried out by using second order perturbation theory at
the MP2/6–311++G(d,p) level. Analytical harmonic second deriva-
tive calculations were used to characterize all stationary points as
true minima (no negative eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix). Highly
correlated CCSD(T) energies were calculated on all the MP2 located
minima using the aug–cc–pVTZ basis set. This methodology has
been previously used in the study of small hydrogen bonded net-
works, specifically the water tetramer [23], the water hexamer
[24], the methanol tetramer [25], and the carbonic acid dimer [26].

Binding energies (BE) were calculated by subtracting the energy
of the given pentamer from five times the energy of the water
monomer, in this way, larger positive numbers correspond to larger
stabilization energies. Relative binding energies DBE were calcu-
lated as the difference between the energy of the most stable pen-
tamer and the energy of a particular structure. We used the MP2/6–
311++G(d,p) ZPEs to correct the CCSD(T) electronic energies in the
calculations of binding energies and relative stabilities. There are
several reports that clearly reveal the failure of counterpoise correc-
tion for basis set superposition error in the study of small hydrogen-
bonded clusters; specific cases are the dimers of carbonic acid
(H2CO3)2 [26,27], hydrofluoric acid HF2 [28,29], and water (H2O)2

[30]. Theoretical treatment of the methanol tetramer [25], showed
no significant differences by correcting for BSSE. Therefore, in this
work, we restrain ourselves from applying such methodology. All
optimization, frequency, and energy calculations were carried out
using the GAUSSIAN 03 suite of programs [31]. Isomer populations
were estimated by standard Boltzmann distribution analysis. Topo-
logical analysis of the electron densities were carried out along the
lines implemented in the DGRID 4.5 program [32].
3. Results and discussion

3.1. ASCEC conditions

We used two variations of the big bang approach to construct
the initial geometries for all ASCEC runs: one strategy was to place
the five water molecules at the same position allowing them to
evolve under the annealing conditions; a second alternative was
to superimpose one water molecule with each of the eight tetra-
mers reported in the literature [23] and running the annealing
on the resulting systems. Whatever the choice, the systems were
placed inside cubes of 7 and 8 Å of length; the PM3 semiempirical
Hamiltonian was used to calculate the energy of a Markovian chain
of randomly generated pentamer configurations; we used geomet-
rical quenching routes with initial temperature of 400 K, a constant
temperature decrease of 5% and 100 total temperatures.
3.2. Geometries and structural issues

The W5 equilibrium geometries were produced following the
procedure outlined above. All geometry optimizations were carried
out with no imposition of symmetry constraints as the structures
coming from ASCEC are randomly generated and belong to the C1

point group, however some of the located stationary points have
higher effective (heavy-atom) symmetries.

We found 44 distinct molecular clusters distributed among 12
different geometrical motifs on the MP2/6–311++G(d,p) PES; the
structural motifs along with a subjective descriptive notation are
shown in approximate decreasing order of stability according to
the CCSD(T)//MP2 calculations in Figure 1. An interesting observa-
tion is that despite the W5 structures having no chiral centers, we
found several enantiomer pairs due to the overall spatial arrange-
ments of the clusters.

There are plenty of possibilities for each geometrical motif and
surely many more structures to be found: recall the 21 stable min-
ima distributed among a few geometrical motifs found by Miyake
and Aida at the HF/6–31G⁄ level [18]; in the related case of the
water hexamer, 14 and 27 isomers were reported just for the W6

cage alone in two independent reports [33,34]. The rich PES ob-
tained in this study is a consequence of the stochastic nature of
the search of the quantum conformational space performed by
the ASCEC program, which bypasses the structure-guessing step
in the search for local minima [23,35]. Similar structural complex-
ities have been observed in the study of other hydrogen-bonded
microclusters [23–26].

3.3. Energies, cluster stabilization and other properties

A number of important observations are drawn from Table 1,
which summarizes the relevant energy related quantities:

(i) There are at least five distinct geometrical motifs (25 struc-
tures) within 3 kcal/mol of the most stable structure. Since
there are several conformational possibilities for the hydro-
gen atoms not taking part in the stabilizing hydrogen bond-
ing network, it follows that the low energy states for W5 are
densely populated by a multitude of structures.

(ii) The most stable structure is a heavy-atom slightly puckered,
quasi-planar ring. The most stable structures for W4 and W6

are heavy-atom planar and 3-dimensional, respectively
[23,24], this indicates that for n P 6, 3D conformations are
preferred in water microclusters. An explanation for such
structural preferences has been proposed [36], it involves
the realization that cage critical points are present in water
microclusters only for n P 6.

(iii) Structures with side chains and dangling molecules are the
least stable ones. The apparent high stability of the Tetra-
mer + 1 isomer is provided by the contribution from the very
stable tetramer conformation.

Electrostatic interactions have been suggested as significant
stabilization factors for hydrogen bonded microclusters [13,23–
26,37–39]. For the water tetramer [23], hexamer [24], the metha-
nol tetramer [25], and the carbonic acid dimer [26], the electro-
static contributions to cluster stabilization have been postulated
to arise from orientations of the dipole components along polar
bonds, resulting in networks of favorable dipole–dipole interac-
tions. The same type of networks are encountered here for the
W5 clusters. We calculated the total electrostatic energy from con-
tributions of all Mulliken predicted atom charges belonging to the
stabilizing hydrogen bonding network. Dipole–dipole interaction
energies are calculated within the multipole expansion by
p1 � p2 � 3ðn � p1Þðn � p2Þ½ �=4p�0 x1 � x2j j3; where pi are the dipole

vectors located at xi and n a unit vector in the ðx1 � x2Þ direction
[40]. The multipole expansion requires conditions not met in our
case, namely ideal dipoles and that the distances between individ-
ual dipoles must be very large compared to the distance separating
the charges of individual dipoles; therefore, as an indirect measure
of the dipole–dipole interactions, we calculated the total electro-
static energy for the interactions of all point charges at the posi-
tions of the atoms belonging to dipole components along the
hydrogen bonding network. Figure 2 shows relative stabilization
energies calculated for all clusters at all levels of theory reported
in this work in addition to the total electrostatic energy for the
interactions of all point charges at the positions of the atoms
belonging to dipole components along the hydrogen bonds for all
the structures. A good trend agreement between the curves is ob-
served, giving strong support to the dipole–dipole stabilization
hypothesis for the W5 clusters.

From Figure 1 and Table 1, we point out that for the same number
of water molecules, cluster stability is not directly related to the



Figure 1. Gas phase MP2/6–311++G(d,p) structures of the geometrical motifs for the water pentamers.

Table 1
Energetic analysis for the (H2O)5 clusters. DE: relative energy with respect to the most stable structure at each level. BE: binding energy. All CCSD(T)/aug–cc–pVTZ calculations
using the MP2/6–311++G(d,p) optimized geometries. All relative and binding energies corrected for the unscaled MP2/6–311++G(d,p) ZPEs. All energies in kcal/mol. Isomer
contributions %xi estimated via standard Boltzmann population analysis.

Structure BE BE DE DE DGibbsa %xi %xi %xi

CCSD(T) MP2 CCSD(T) MP2 MP2 CCSD(T) MP2 Gibbsa

Puckered ring 25.9 30.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 63 81 73
Tetramer/trimer 25.1 28.7 0.8 1.5 2.0 15 6 2
Envelope 24.9 29.1 1.0 1.2 0.7 12 11 23
Tricycle 24.7 27.7 1.2 2.5 3.5 9 1 0.2
Tetramer + 1 22.9 26.6 3.0 3.6 2.5 0.4 0.2 1
Double trimer 21.7 24.6 4.2 5.7 5.5 � 0 � 0 � 0
Cage 20.0 22.0 5.9 8.2 8.6 � 0 � 0 � 0
Bicycle + 1 19.7 22.0 6.2 8.2 6.8 � 0 � 0 � 0
Bicycle + 1 (a) 19.2 21.5 6.7 8.8 6.8 � 0 � 0 � 0
Trimer + 1 + 1 cis 16.9 19.8 9.0 10.4 7.1 � 0 � 0 � 0
Trimer + 1 + 1 trans 16.8 19.8 9.1 10.4 7.0 � 0 � 0 � 0
Trimer + 2 16.5 19.0 9.4 11.2 6.9 � 0 � 0 � 0

a Calculated as G = H–TS, T = 298.16 K.
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number of hydrogen bonds nor to the number of rings: puckered
ring and trimer +2, the most and least stable structures, respectively,
have exactly the same number of hydrogen bonds (5) and rings (1),
while cage, the 7th structure in the stability order, �6 kcal/mol
above puckered ring, has 8 hydrogen bonds and 4 rings.

3.4. Topological analysis of the electron densities

There is a long and successful history of using Bader’s quantum
theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) to study hydrogen bonded
systems. In this work, we are interested in properties evaluated
at hydrogen bond critical points (HBCPs). In particular,
qðrcÞ;r2qðrcÞ, the electron densities at the bond critical points
and their Laplacians have been shown to contain very useful infor-
mation about hydrogen bonds and their properties. Closed shell
interactions, hydrogen bonds among them, are characterized by
positive values of r2qðrcÞ and low (<0.1) values for qðrcÞ [41].

Knop and coworkers found an inverse power correlation be-
tween several types of calculated S–S bonds with the electron den-
sities at the bond critical points [42]. Similar relationships were
previously shown to exist for other types of bonds, which led the
authors to suggest that ½req;qðrcÞ� relationships (bond length, elec-
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Figure 2. Stabilization energies at several levels of theory for the W5 clusters.
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Figure 3. Relationship between the sum of densities at the hydrogen bond critical point
relative energies for the W5 clusters. Energies calculated at the CCSD(T)/aug–cc–pVTZ//M
311++G(d,p) densities.
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tron density at the bond critical point) exist for any class of binary
bonds, regardless of the origin and magnitude of the individual
contributions from particular molecular orbitals to the electron
densities at the BCPs. A later study by Alkorta et al. [43], consider-
ing many types of bonds, seems to validate this hypothesis, report-
ing logarithmic ½req;qðrcÞ� correlations with larger slopes for
hydrogen bonds than for covalent bonds; fitting the data to loga-
rithmic functions leads to the expected decay in electron density
at the BCPs as the bond lengths grow to increasingly larger values.
Further support for the above hypothesis was provided by studying
large sets of systems exhibiting N–H� � �N hydrogen bonds [44,45];
the results of these studies also show, among many other pairs,
strong ½req;qðrcÞ� and ½req;r2qðrcÞ� correlations, and that covalent
and hydrogen bonds are better described by separate fittings.

Linear relationships were found earlier for the ½EHB;qðrcÞ�, and
for the ½EHB;r2qðrcÞ� pairs (EHB being the energy of the hydrogen
bonds) for series of nitriles interacting via hydrogen bonds with
HF and HCl [46,47].

Topological analysis of the electron densities for W5 in this
study suggest linear relationships between the sum of the electron
densities at all HBCPs for a given cluster and its relative stability
(½
P

qðrcÞ;DE� pair); a similar linear trend is predicted for the sum
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P2/6–311++G(d,p) and MP2/6–311++G(d,p) levels. All calculations using the MP2/6–
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being the length of the hydrogen bonds. Densities and Laplacians of the densities in
8 and ln r2qðrcÞ

h i
¼ 1:576� 2:015r, R2 = 0.99.
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of the Laplacians of the densities at the same HBCPs
(½
Pr2qðrcÞ;DE� pair), see Figure 3. These results are in excellent

agreement with previous indications that qðrcÞ and r2qðrcÞ can
be used to characterize the strength of hydrogen bonds [48]: here,
higher concentrations of electron densities in the interaction re-
gions lead to stronger hydrogen bonds, similarly, higher values
for the Laplacians of the electron densities, that is, more ionic
and less covalent character of the hydrogen bonds also lead to
more stable structures; this observation strongly supports the
above discussed dipole–dipole stabilization hypothesis for the
W5 clusters. Figure 4 shows very good logarithmic correlations
for the ½req;qðrcÞ�; ½req;r2qðrcÞ� pairs, in agreement with the several
previously reported trends discussed above [42–47].

4. Concluding remarks

We report the geometries and properties of 12 structural pat-
terns located on the MP2/6–311++G(d,p) PES of the water penta-
mer. Forty-four distinct clusters were obtained in all. The
structures were found after random walks of the PM3 PES. A Boltz-
mann distribution analysis reveals several isomers with significant
populations. There are at least 5 structural patterns (25 structures)
within 3 kcal/mol of the most stable conformation. There are well
established linear correlations between the relative stabilities of
the clusters and the sums of the densities (½

P
qðrcÞ;DE� pair) and

between the relative stabilities and the sums of the Laplacians of
the densities at all HBCPs (½

Pr2qðrcÞ;DE� pairs). Very good loga-
rithmic relationships were also found for the
½req;qðrcÞ�; ½req;r2qðrcÞ� pairs. Electrostatic forces in the form of di-
pole–dipole interactions are major contributors to the stabilization
of the molecular clusters. MP2/6–311++G(d,p) and CCSD(T)/aug–
cc–pVTZ//MP2/6–311++G(d,p) model chemistries are in good
agreement for binding energy calculations.
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